The measure and conquer approach has proven to be a powerful tool to analyse exact algorithms for combinatorial problems like Dominating Set and Independent Set. This approach is used in this paper to obtain a faster exact algorithm for Dominating Set. We obtain this algorithm by considering a series of branch and reduce algorithms. This series is the result of an iterative process in which a mathematical analysis of an algorithm in the series with measure and conquer results in a convex or quasiconvex programming problem. The solution, by means of a computer, to this problem not only gives a bound on the running time of the algorithm, but can also give an indication on where to look for a new reduction rule, often giving a new, possibly faster algorithm. As a result, we obtain an O(1.4969 n ) time and polynomial space algorithm.
Known exact algorithms for dominating set and their running times.
Authors
Polynomial space Exponential space Fomin et al. [8] O(1.9379 n )
Schiermeyer [19] O(1.8899 n )
Grandoni [12] O(1.9053
Fomin et al. [5] O(1.5263
van Rooij a [23] O(1.5134
O(1.5086 n )
van Rooij and Bodlaender a [25] O(1.5134
van Rooij et al. [27] O(1.5048
This paper a O(1.4969 n ) ⇐ a This paper is an improved and complete version of [23, 25] . The difference between [23, 25] is not the algorithm but an improved memorisation proof. The main ideas from [23, 25] are also presented here.
gives an upper bound on the running time of the algorithm. Moreover, one can identify cases in which the analysis of the branching rules correspond to the worst cases. In this paper, we will use a close inspection of these worst cases and try to give new reduction rules that deal with them so that they will be removed from the analysis. This gives a new, possibly faster algorithm to which we can then apply a similar analysis. In this way, one can iteratively improve algorithms with a measure and conquer analysis.
We use this iterative improvement schema to give a series of algorithms for the Dominating Set problem. We do so by considering a Set Cover modelling of the Dominating Set problem, identical to the setting in which measure and conquer was first introduced. If we start with the trivial algorithm, then we can obtain the original algorithm of Fomin et al. [6] in a number of steps. With additional steps, we obtain a faster algorithm: this results in Theorem 1. This algorithm is optimal in some sense; we show that it cannot be improved straightforwardly by a similar improvement as used to obtain the algorithm.
Theorem 1. There is an algorithm that solves the dominating set problem in O(1.4969
n ) time and polynomial space.
While for several classic combinatorial problems the first non-trivial exact algorithms date from many years ago, the first algorithms with running time faster than O * (2 n ) for the Dominating Set problem are from 2004. In this year, there were three independent papers: one by Fomin et al. [8] , one by Randerath and Schiermeyer [19] , and one by Grandoni [12] .
Before our work, the fastest algorithm for Dominating Set was by Fomin et al. [6] : this algorithm uses O(1.5260 n ) time and polynomial space, or O(1.5137 n ) time and exponential space. See Table 1 for an overview of recent results on this problem.
This paper is organised in the following way. In Section 2, we start by giving some preliminaries and an introduction on measure and conquer. Then, we give a detailed step by step overview of how we design an algorithm for Dominating Set using measure and conquer in Section 3. In this section, we also prove Theorem 1. Hereafter, argue why we stop after obtaining Theorem 1 and give some evidence for the fact that it is hard to improve our algorithm significantly by continuing in exactly the same way. This is done in Section 4. We conclude in Section 5 with some final remarks.
Preliminaries
Let G = (V , E) be an n-vertex simple graph. For any v ∈ V , let N(v) = {u ∈ V | (v, u) ∈ E} be the open neighbourhood of v, and let N [v] = N(v) ∪ {v} be the closed neighbourhood of v.
A subset D ⊆ V of the vertices is called a dominating set if every vertex v ∈ V is either in D or adjacent to some vertex in D. i.e., a dominating set D is a set of vertices from G such that
In the Dominating Set problem, we are given a graph G and are asked to compute a dominating set in G of minimum cardinality.
This problem is N P -complete [9] , thus we cannot expect to find a polynomial time algorithm for this problem. Moreover, there exists no subexponential time algorithm for this problem unless the Exponential Time Hypothesis fails. A proof of this can be found in [8] .
Exponential Time Hypothesis [13] : There exists an α > 1 such that there is no algorithm solving 3-SAT on n variables in O(α n )
time.
Consequence [8] : There exists an α > 1 such that there is no algorithm solving Dominating Set on n vertices in O(α n ) time. Given a multiset of sets S, a set cover C of S is a subset C ⊆ S such that every element in any of the sets in S occurs in some set in C. i.e., a set cover C of S is a set of sets such that  S∈C S =  S∈S S. The universe U(S) of S is the set of all elements in any set in S: U(S) =  S∈S S. In the Set Cover problem, we are given a multiset of sets S over a universe U and are asked to compute a set cover of minimum cardinality. We often denote a set cover instance by the tuple (S, U) omitting the dependency of U on S.
We can reduce Dominating Set to Set Cover by introducing a set for each vertex of G containing the closed neighbourhood of this vertex, i.e., S := {N[v] | v ∈ V }, U := V . Hence, we can solve an instance of Dominating Set on an n-vertex graph by a using a set cover algorithm running on an instance with n sets and a universe of size n. This idea was first introduced by Grandoni in [12] and is the basis of most exact exponential time algorithms for Dominating Set (all except the first two in Table 1 ).
Given a set cover instance (S, U), let |S| be the size or cardinality of a set S ∈ S. Further, let S(e) = {S ∈ S | e ∈ S} be the set of sets in S in which the element e occurs, and let the frequency f (e) of an element e ∈ U be the number of sets in S in which this element occurs: f (e) = |S(e)|.
A connected component C of a graph G is an inclusion minimal, non-empty subset of the vertices of G such that, for every v ∈ C , all vertices that are reachable from v by a path in G are contained in C . Similarly, we define a connected component C of a set cover instance (S, U) in the natural way: an inclusion minimal, non-empty subset C ⊆ S for which all elements in the sets in C do not occur in S \ C.
In this paper, we use the O * notation: f (n) ∈ O * (g(n)) if f (n) ∈ O(g(n)p(n)) for some polynomial p(n). This notation is often used in exponential time algorithms and suppresses all polynomial factors of the running time. We will omit the * whenever possible, especially when considering algorithms running in time O * (α n ) for some numerically obtained value α. In this case, we round α to α + ϵ for some ϵ > 0 and state that it runs in O((α + ϵ)
for any polynomial p(n).
Additional notation we use is the following: let [condition] = 1 if the condition is true and [condition] = 0 otherwise.
Measure and conquer
In the design of exact exponential time algorithms, the branch and reduce paradigm is one of the most prominently used approaches. A branch and reduce algorithm consists of a series of reduction rules, a series of branching rules, and a procedure to decide which branching rule to apply on a given instance. The reduction rules transform an instance with certain specific properties into an equivalent smaller instance in polynomial time. Such an algorithm first exhaustively applies its reduction rules. When the instance no longer satisfies any of the properties that fire a reduction rule, then the algorithm decides what branching rule to apply. The selected branching rule will then generate a series of smaller problem instances that are solved recursively. A solution to the current instance is then constructed from the solutions returned from the recursive calls. Some simple examples of such algorithms for 3-Sat and Independent Set can be found in [28] .
A breakthrough in the analysis of branch and reduce algorithms is the measure and conquer technique by Fomin et al. [6] . This follows earlier work by Eppstein on analysing branch and reduce algorithms by multivariate recurrences [4] . In a measure and conquer analysis, a carefully chosen non-standard measure of instance or subproblem size is used. This is in contrast to classic analyses relying on simple, mostly integer measures representing the size of an instance, e.g., the number of vertices in a graph.
The first problem to which the measure and conquer technique has been applied is Dominating Set [6] . The authors present an algorithm for Set Cover. This algorithm is then applied to instances obtained by transforming an n-vertex Dominating Set instance into an equivalent Set Cover instance on n sets over a universe of size n. The algorithm is analysed using the following measure k, where v and w are weight functions giving an element e of frequency f (e) measure v(f (e)) and a set S of size |S| measure w(|S|).
The behaviour of the algorithm is analysed using this measure. For each branching rule, a series of recurrence relations is formulated corresponding to all possible situations the branching rule can be applied to. Let N(k) be the number of subproblems generated by branching on an instance of size k, and let R be the set of cases considered by the algorithm covering all possible situations of branching. For any r ∈ R, we denote by #(r) the number of subproblems generated when branching in case r, and by k (r,i) the measure by which an instance is reduced in subproblem i in case r. We thus obtain a series of recurrence relations of the form:
We will often identify R with the set of corresponding recurrences.
A solution to this set of recurrence relations has the form α k , for some α > 1. This gives an upper bound on the running time of the branch and reduce algorithm expressed in the measure k(S, U). Assume that v max = max n∈N v(n), w max = max n∈N w(n) are finite numbers. Then, α (v max +w max )n is an upper bound on the running time of the algorithm for Dominating Set since for every input instance k(S, U) ≤ (v max + w max )n and thus α
What remains is to choose ideal weight functions: weight functions that minimise the proven upper bound on the running time of the algorithm, i.e., weight functions that minimise α v max +w max . This forms a large numerical optimisation problem.
Actually, under some assumptions on the weight functions (see Section 3 for more details), this gives a large but finite quasiconvex optimisation problem. Such a numerical problem can be solved by computer, see [4, 11, 24] . Details on the implementation of our solver can be found in [24] .
In this way, Fomin et al. [6] prove a running time of O(1.5263 n ) on an algorithm that is almost identical to the O(1.9053 n )
time algorithm in [12] . See Section 3 for examples of measure and conquer analyses.
We note that, technically, each of the recurrence relations in R should be of the form
, where the +1 exists to count the problem that the algorithm branches on as well. The above recurrence relations only count the number of leaves of the branching tree. Since each generated subproblem is always smaller (contains less sets or elements) than the problem it is generated from, this number of leaves is at most a polynomial factor away from the total number of nodes of the branching tree. This polynomial factor then disappears in the O * -notation, or in the decimal rounding of α in O(α n ).
Designing algorithms for dominating set
In this paper, we will use measure and conquer as a guiding tool to design algorithms. Suppose we are given a measure of the size of instances that uses weight functions, and we are given some initial branching procedure, i.e., we are given the basic ingredients of a measure and conquer analysis and some trivial algorithm. Then, in an iterative process, we will formulate a series of branch and reduce algorithms. In this series, each algorithm is analysed by measure and conquer. Hereafter, the associated numerical optimisation problem is inspected, and the recurrence relations that bound the current optimum (the best upper bound on the running time involving this measure) are identified. Each of these bounding recurrence relations corresponds to one or more worst case instances which can be identified easily. We can use these to formulate new reduction rules, or change the branching procedure, such that some of these worst case instances are handled more efficiently by the algorithm. The modification then gives a new, faster algorithm. This improvement series ends when we have sufficient evidence showing that improving the current worst cases is hard.
We will apply this approach to the first problem measure and conquer has been applied to: Dominating Set. Doing so, we will design an algorithm for Set Cover instances obtained from the reduction from Dominating Set as described in Section 2, i.e., Set Cover instances consisting of n sets and n elements. This process starts with a trivial algorithm: Algorithm 1.
The remainder of this section is organised as follows. In the next subsection, we set up the framework used to analyse our algorithms by measure and conquer and analyse a trivial algorithm. In each subsequent subsection, we treat the next algorithm from the series: we analyse its running time and apply an improvement step, as just described. In the last section (Section 3.8), we will prove Theorem 1. See Table 2 , for an overview of how the trivial algorithm is improved by adding new reduction rules and analysing the corresponding algorithms.
A trivial algorithm
We start with a trivial algorithm for Set Cover: Algorithm 1. This algorithm simply selects a largest set from our instance and considers two subproblems: one in which we take the set in the set cover and one in which we discard it. In the branch where S is taken in the set cover, we remove S from S and all elements in S from the universe U, and thus we remove for all S ′ ∈ S \ {S} all elements in S. In the other branch, we just remove S from S. Then, the algorithm recursively solves both generated subproblems and returns the smallest set cover returned by the recursive calls. It stops when there is no set left to branch on; then, it checks whether the generated subproblem corresponds to a set cover.
We analyse this algorithm using measure and conquer. To this end, let v, w : N → R + be weight functions assigning measure v(f (e)) to an element e of frequency f (e) and assigning measure w(|S|) to a set S of size |S|, just like in Section 2.1.
We start by defining the following very useful quantities:
Algorithm 1 A trivial set cover algorithm.
Input: A set cover instance (S, U) Output: A minimum set cover of (S, U)
MSC(S, U):
Let S ∈ S be a set of maximum cardinality 3: Recursively compute
4: return the smallest set cover from C 1 and C 2 , or No if no set covers are returned
We impose some constraints on these weights. We require the weights to be monotone, and set the weights of sets and elements that no longer play a role in the algorithm to zero:
Intuitively, this corresponds to the idea that larger sets and higher frequency elements contribute more to the complexity of the problem than smaller sets and lower frequency elements, respectively. Furthermore, we impose the following nonrestricting steepness inequalities, which we will discuss in a moment:
Let r i be the number of elements of frequency i in S. In the branch where S is taken in the set cover, the measure is reduced by w(|S|) because we remove S, by ∑ ∞ i=1 r i v(i) because we remove its elements, and by at least an additional min j≤|S| { w(j)} ∑ ∞ i=1 r i (i − 1) because the removal of these elements reduces other sets in size. In the other branch, the measure is reduced by w(|S|) because we remove S, and by an additional ∑ ∞ i=1 r i v(i) because the elements in S have their frequencies reduced by one. Let k take and k discard be the decrease in the measure in the branch where we take S in the solution and where we discard S, respectively. Thus, we have derived the following lower bounds on the decrease of the measure:
Here, we used the steepness inequalities to replace the term min j≤|S| { w(j)} by w(|S|). One can show that these steepness inequalities do not change the optimum solution of the numerical problem; they only simplify its formulation.
In this way, we find the corresponding set of recurrence relations. Let N(k) be the number of subproblems generated by branching on an instance of size k. the same results. The choice for p needs to be large enough, such that the recurrence relations using large sets S or large elements e (with generally w(|S|) = 0 and v(f (e)) = 0) are not among the tight cases. In this case, the fact that we make the problem finite does not affect the running time in a negative way.
Notice that if all weights v(i), w(i) are multiplied by a positive real number, then a different value α will result from the set of recurrence relations. However, it is not hard to see that in this case the value α v max +w max will remain the same. Hence, we can set w max = 1 without loss of generality. 1 We will omit these details concerning finiteness of the numerical problem in the analyses of the other algorithms in the improvement series in the coming subsections.
We solve the corresponding numerical program with continuous variables v(1), v(2), . . . , v(p), w(1), w(2), . . . , w(p) minimising α v max +w max where α k is the solution to the set of recurrence relations and obtain a solution of N(k) ≤ 2 k using the following weights:
>7 v(i) 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 w(i) 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000
This gives an upper bound on the running time of Algorithm 1 of
contribute to the bounding (worst) case in this analysis.
It is no surprise that we prove a running time of O * (2 n ) on this trivial algorithm: the algorithm branches on all n sets considering two subproblems. We only formally used measure and conquer here, since the optimal weights correspond exactly to the standard measure: the total number of sets in the instance. The above analysis functions to set up our algorithm design process.
Algorithm 2 An improved version of Algorithm 1 by adding Reduction Rule 1.
Let S ∈ S be a set of maximum cardinality 3: if there exists an element e ∈ U of frequency one then 4 :
where R is the set with e ∈ R 5: Recursively compute
6: return the smallest cover from C 1 and C 2
The first improvement step: unique elements
We will now give the first improvement step. To this end, we consider the bounding cases of the numerical problem associated with the previous analysis. In this case, all recurrences in the numerical problem form the set of bounding cases. At each improvement step in the design process of our algorithm, we will, as a rule of the thumb, consider the ''smallest'' worst case. With small we mean involving the smallest sets and lowest frequency elements. Thus, we consider here the worst case where |S| = r 1 = 1.
This case can be improved easily. Algorithm 1 considers many subsets of the input multiset S that will never result in a set cover. Namely, when considering a set with unique elements (elements of frequency one), Algorithm 1 still branches on this set. This, however, is not necessary since any set cover includes this set.
In the second algorithm in the series, we add a reduction rule dealing with unique elements improving, among others, the case |S| = r 1 = 1. This reduction rule takes any set containing a unique element in the computed set cover.
Reduction Rule 1.
if there exists an element e ∈ U of frequency one then return {R} ∪ MSC({R
where R is the set with e ∈ R We can change the formulation of the algorithm after adding this reduction rule to it: we no longer need to check whether every computed cover also covers all of U. In this way, we obtain Algorithm 2.
Let us analyse Algorithm 2. To this end, we use the same measure as before; we only add some extra constraints. First of all, we note that the new reduction rule does not increase the measure when applied to an instance: this is easy to see as Reduction Rule 1 removes sets and elements from the instance without adding any. Secondly, we note that the new reduction rule can be applied exhaustively in polynomial time. These two properties not only hold for this reduction rule, but also for the reduction rules that we will add later. In these future cases, we will omit these observations from the analysis.
Since unique elements are directly removed from an instance, they do not contribute to the (exponential) complexity of a problem instance; therefore, we can set v(1) = 0. Notice that this results in v(2) = v(2).
Next, we derive new recurrence relations for Algorithm 2. Let Algorithm 2 branch on a set S containing r i elements of frequency i. Due to Reduction Rule 1, we now only have to consider cases with |S| = ∑ ∞ i=2 r i , i.e., with r 1 = 0. In the branch where Algorithm 2 takes S in the set cover, nothing changes to the decrease in measure. But, in the branch where it discards S, an additional decrease in the measure are obtained when S contains unique elements. If r 2 > 0, at least one extra set is taken in the set cover. Because of the steepness inequalities ( w(i − 1) ≥ w(i)), the smallest decrease in the measure occurs when the one set consists exactly of all frequency two elements in S: this one set will have less measure than multiple sets, and less measure than a larger set. Since the size of this set is r 2 , this gives us an additional decrease in the measure of
Altogether, this gives the following set of recurrences:
We solve the associated numerical optimisation problem minimising α v max +w max where α k is the solution to the set of recurrence relations and obtain a solution of N(k) ≤ 1.58143 k using the following set of weights: 
This concludes the first improvement step. By applying this improvement step, we have obtained our first simple algorithm with a non-trivial upper bound on the running time.
Improvement step two: sets of cardinality one
The next step will be to inspect the case |S| = r 2 = 1 more closely. This case corresponds to branching on a set S containing only one element of frequency two.
We improve this case by the simple observation that we can stop branching when all sets have size one. Namely, any solution consists of a series of singleton sets: one for each remaining element. This gives us the following reduction rule.
Reduction Rule 2.
Let S ∈ S be a set of maximum cardinality if |S| ≤ 1 then return {{e} | e ∈ U}.
We add Reduction Rule 2 to Algorithm 2 to obtain our new algorithm. For this algorithm, we derive the following set of recurrence relations; these are exactly the ones used to analyse Algorithm 2 that correspond to branching on a set of size at least two:
We solve the associated numerical optimisation problem and obtain a solution of N(k) ≤ 1.42604 k on the recurrence relations using the following set of weights: 
Improvement step three: subsets
Consider the new ''smallest'' worst case: |S| = r 2 = 2. For this case, the previous section uses the following values in the corresponding recurrences: k take = w(2) + 2v(2) + 2 w(2) and k discard = w(2) + 2 v(2) + w(2). Notice that the instance tight to these values consists of a set S containing two frequency two elements whose second occurrence is in a set R which is a copy of S (notice that the final computed weights satisfy 2 w(2) = w (2) and that by definition v(2) = v(2)).
The observation we use to improve the algorithm of Section 3.3 is that we never take two identical sets in any minimum set cover. This can be generalised to sets Q and R that are not identical, but where R is a subset of Q : whenever we take R in the set cover, we could equally well have taken Q , moreover, any set cover containing both R and Q can be replaced by a smaller cover by removing R. This leads to the following reduction rule:
Reduction Rules 1 and 3 together remove all sets of size one: either the element in a singleton set S has frequency one and is removed by Reduction Rule 1, or it has higher frequency and thus S is a subset of another set. Consequently, Reduction Rule 2 becomes obsolete after adding Reduction Rule 3 to the algorithm.
In the analysis of this new algorithm, we set w(1) = 0 because sets of size one are now removed. To avoid problems with the steepness inequalities, we now only impose them for i ≥ 3:
Observe what happens when our new algorithm branches on a set S containing r i elements of frequency i. In the branch where we take S in the set cover, we still decrease the measure by w(|S|) + ∑ ∞ i=2 r i v(i) for removing S and its elements. Remind that w(|S|) lower bounds the reduction in measure for reducing the size of a set by one because of the steepness inequalities. Even though w(1) = 0 in our new analysis, we can still use w(|S|) ∑ ∞ i=2 r i (i − 1) to lower bound the additional decrease in the measure due to the fact that no other set R containing elements from S can be a subset of S by Reduction Rule 3; therefore, we reduce R at most |R| − 1 times in size, and the steepness inequalities still make sure that
In the branch where we discard S, we still decrease the measure by w(|S|) + ∑ ∞ i=2 r i v(i) for removing S and reducing the frequencies of its elements. Observe what happens to frequency two elements. If r 2 = 1, we take at least one more set in the set cover and remove at least one more element since this set cannot be a subset of S. For every additional frequency two element in S, the size of the set that is taken in the set cover increases by one in the worst case, unless r 2 = |S|. In the last case, all elements cannot be in the same other set because this would make the set larger than S which cannot be the case by the branching rule. Since w(2) = w(2), this leads to an additional decrease in the measure of at least
 by the above discussion. Finally, if r 2 = |S|, then we remove at least one more set decreasing the measure by at least w(2) more.
This leads to the following set of recurrence relations:
We solve the associated numerical optimisation problem and obtain a solution of N(k) ≤ 1.37787 k on the recurrence relations using the following set of weights: 
We notice that this analysis is not tight in the following way. The quantities we use for k take and k discard can both correspond to a real instance the algorithm branches on, that is, there are real instances to which the reduction in the measure is bounded tightly. However, for some considered cases, there is no real instance in which the reduction in the measure is tight to both k take and k discard . This even happens on the bounding case |S| = r 2 = 2.
We could give a better analysis of the current algorithm. However, this requires a different set up with either more automatically generated subcases or some manual case analysis. We feel that it is better to ignore this fact for the moment and continue formulating new reduction rules for instances tight to any of the individual values of k take and k discard . We will give such a case analysis for our final algorithm in Section 3.8.
Improvement step four: all sets have cardinality at most two
The case |S| = r 2 = 2 corresponds to a set S containing two frequency two elements whose second occurrences are in different sets. In this case, all sets have cardinality at most two since our algorithms only branch on sets of maximum cardinality. It has often been observed that this case can be solved in polynomial time by computing a maximum matching; see for example [6] .
In this situation, we can construct a set cover in the following way. We initially pick a series sets that each cover two elements until only sets containing one thus far uncovered element remain. The maximum number of sets that cover two elements per set are used in a minimum set cover. We can find such a maximum set of disjoint size two sets by computing Algorithm 3 The algorithm of Fomin et al. [6] .
MSC(S, U):
1: if S = ∅ then return ∅ 2: Let S ∈ S be a set of maximum cardinality 3: if there exists an element e ∈ U of frequency one then 4: return {R} ∪ MSC({R
where R is the set with e ∈ R 5: else if there exist sets Q , R ∈ S such that R ⊆ Q then 6: return MSC(S \ {R}, U) 7: else if |S| ≤ 2 then 8: return a minimum set cover computed in polynomial time by using maximum matching 9: Recursively compute
10: return the smallest cover from C 1 and C 2 a maximum matching in the following graph G = (V , E): introduce a vertex for every element e ∈ U, and an edge (e 1 , e 2 ) for every set of size two {e 1 , e 2 } ∈ S. This maximum matching M can be computed in polynomial time [3] . Given M, we can construct a minimum set cover by taking the sets corresponding to the edges in M and add an additional set for each vertex that is not incident to an edge in M.
This leads to the following reduction rule.
Reduction Rule 4.
Let S ∈ S be a set of maximum cardinality if |S| ≤ 2 then return a minimum set cover computed in polynomial time by using maximum matching.
If we add this reduction rule to the algorithm of Section 3.4, we obtain the algorithm of Fomin et al. [6] : Algorithm 3.
The numerical problem associated with the computation of an upper bound on the running time of Algorithm 3 is the same as the numerical problem associated with the algorithm of Section 3.4, except for the fact that we only consider branching on sets S with |S| ≥ 3.
We again solve the associated numerical optimisation problem. We obtain a solution of N(k) ≤ 1.28505 k on the recurrence relations using the following set of weights: 
We note that the analysis in [6] gives an upper bound on the running time of Algorithm 3 of O(1.5263 n ). The difference with our better upper bound comes from the fact that we allow v max to be variable in the associated numerical optimisation problem, while v max = 1 in [6] . 2 2 The constraint v max = 1 was also included in an earlier version of this paper [25] and in [23] . This is the reason for the better running times in this paper compared to the running times for the same algorithms in [23, 25] .
Improvement step five: subsumption
Again, we consider the ''smallest'' bounding case: |S| = r 2 = 3. The reduction in the measure in the formula for k discard in the previous section is tight to the following real instance. We have a set S of cardinality three containing three elements of frequency two, and these three frequency two elements together have their second occurrences in two sets, each containing the same extra frequency two element such that they are not subsets of S. In other words, we have S = {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 } existing next to {e 1 , e 2 , e 4 }, {e 3 , e 4 } with f (e 1 ) = f (e 2 ) = f (e 3 ) = f (e 4 ) = 2.
We can reduce this case by introducing the notion of subsumption. We say that an element e 1 is subsumed by e 2 if S(e 1 ) ⊆ S(e 2 ), i.e., if the set of sets containing e 1 is a subset of the set of sets containing e 2 . Notice that in this case, any set of sets that covers e 1 will always cover e 2 also, therefore we can safely remove e 2 from the instance.
Reduction Rule 5.
if there exist two elements e 1 and e 2 such that S(e 1 ) ⊆ S(e 2 ) then return MSC({R \ {e 2 } | R ∈ S}, U \ {e 2 }).
We will now analyse our first algorithm that improves upon the algorithm by Fomin et al.: Algorithm 3 augmented with Reduction Rule 5. In the branch where S is taken in the set cover, nothing changes. In the branch where we discard S, all sets containing the other occurrence of a frequency two element from S are taken in the set cover. These are at least r 2 sets since no two frequency two elements can have both occurrences in the same two sets by Reduction Rule 5. Hence, we decrease the measure by at least r 2 w(2). The measure is further decrease because these removed sets contain elements that are removed also, moreover, this removal reduces the cardinality of other sets. We lower bound the total decrease of the measure by only considering the cases where r 2 ∈ {1, 2, 3} in more detail. If r 2 ∈ {1, 2}, then at least one extra element is removed which we lower bound by v(2); this is tight if r 2 = 2. If r 2 = 3, then the three sets can either contain the same extra element which gives a decrease of v(3), or these contain more extra elements giving a decrease of at least 2v(2) and an additional w(|S|) because these exist in other sets also.
We obtain a solution of N(k) ≤ 1.28886 k on the recurrence relations using the following set of weights: 
Improvement step six: counting arguments
The new ''smallest'' worst case of our algorithm is |S| = r 2 = 3. Although this is the same case as in the previous improvement, it is a different instance to which the formula for k discard of the previous section is tight. This corresponds to a set S containing three elements of frequency two that all have their second occurrence in a different set of size two, and, since the optimal weights in the analysis of Section 3.6 satisfy v(3) < v(2) + w(|S|), these sets all contain the same second element which is of frequency three. Thus, we have the following situation: S = {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 } existing next to {e 1 , e 4 }, {e 2 , e 4 }, {e 3 , e 4 } with f (e 1 ) = f (e 2 ) = f (e 3 ) = 2 and f (e 4 ) = 3; see Fig. 1 .
We notice that we do not have to branch on this set S. Namely, if we take S in the set cover, we cover three elements using one set, while if we discard S and thus take all other sets containing e 1 , e 2 and e 3 , then we cover four elements using three sets. We can cover the same four elements with only two sets if we take S and any of the three sets containing e 4 . Therefore, we can safely take S in the set cover without branching. This counting argument can be generalised. For any set R with r 2 elements of frequency two, we let q be the number of elements in the sets containing a frequency two element from R that are not in R themselves, i.e., q =    e∈R,f (e)=2,Q ∈S(e) Q  \ R   . In this case, we cover |R| elements using one set if we take R in the set cover, and we cover q + |R| elements using r 2 sets if we discard R. Thus, if q < r 2 , taking R is always as least as good as discarding R since then we use r 2 − 1 sets less while also covering q < r 2 , i.e., q ≤ r 2 − 1, less elements; we can always cover these elements by picking one additional set per element.
This leads to the following reduction rule:
Reduction Rule 6. if there exists a set R with
We add Reduction Rule 6 to the algorithm of Section 3.6 and analyse its behaviour. If S is discarded, we now know that at least r 2 sets are removed due to Reduction Rule 5 and that, due to Reduction Rule 6, these sets contain at least r 2 elements that are removed in addition to the elements in R. This gives a decrease of at least r 2 (v(2) + w(2)). Furthermore, additional sets are reduced in cardinality because of the removal of these elements. The decrease in the measure cannot be bounded by r 2 w(|S|) because we can remove a set R completely and the steepness inequalities do not guarantee that this decrease in measure is bounded by |R| w(|S|) since w(1) = 0. Therefore, the minimum decrease in the measure is obtained by either exploiting this situation as often as possible by putting as many removed elements in sets of size two, or again bounding it by r 2 w(|S|). The steepness inequalities now guarantee that the decrease in the measure can be bounded from below by
. This leads to the following set of recurrence relations:
We obtain a solution of N(k) ≤ 1.29001 k on the recurrence relations using the following set of weights: 
The final improvement step: frequency two elements in sets of size two
We now present the final improvement step. This will prove Theorem 1 and explicitly give the associated algorithm:
Algorithm 4. We again look at the case |S| = r 2 = 3 and closely inspect instances that are tight to the formula for k discard of the previous section. Currently, this corresponds to a set S = {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 } containing three elements of frequency two whose second occurrences form one of the following three situations; see also Algorithm 4 Our final algorithm for the set cover modelling of dominating set.
Input:
A set cover instance (S, U) Output: A minimum set cover of (S, U)
MSC(S, U):
1: if S = ∅ then return ∅ 2: Let S ∈ S be a set of maximum cardinality 3: if there exists an element e ∈ U of frequency one then 4 :
where R is the set with e ∈ R 5: else if there exist sets Q , R ∈ S such that R ⊆ Q then 6: return MSC(S \ {R}, U) 7: else if there exist two elements e 1 and e 2 such that S(e 1 ) ⊆ S(e 2 ) then 8: return MSC({R \ {e 2 } | R ∈ S}, U \ {e 2 }) 9 : else if there exists a set R with
else if there exists a set R ∈ S of cardinality two R = {e 1 , e 2 } with f (e 1 ) = f (e 2 ) = 2 then 12:
if Q ∈ C then 14 :
else 16: return C ∪ {R} 17: else if |S| ≤ 2 then 18: return a minimum set cover computed in polynomial time by using maximum matching Notice that the optimal weights in the analysis of Section 3.7 satisfy 2w(2) = w(3), i.e., w(2) = w(3). Hence, in all three cases, the measure is decreased by the same amount in the branch where S is discarded: w(3) + 3v(2) for removing S plus an additional 3v(2) + 5w(2) due to the reduction rules.
We add the following reduction rule that removes any set of cardinality two containing two frequency two elements to our algorithm and obtain Algorithm 4.
Reduction Rule 7.
if there exists a set R ∈ S of cardinality two R = {e 1 , e 2 } with f (e 1 ) = f (e 2 ) = 2 then Let S(e i ) = {R,
If there exists a set R of cardinality two containing two frequency two elements e 1 , e 2 , such that e i occurs in R and R i , then the reduction rule transforms this instance into an instance where R, R 1 and R 2 have been replaced by the set Q = (R 1 ∪ R 2 ) \ R.
We will now argue that Reduction Rule 7 is correct. Notice that there exist a minimum set cover of (S, U) that either contains R, or contains both R 1 and R 2 . This is so because if we take only one set from R, R 1 and R 2 , then this must be R since we must cover e 1 and e 2 ; if we take two, then it is of no use to take R since the other two cover more elements; and, if we take all three, then the set cover is not minimal. The rule postpones the choice between the first two possibilities, taking Q in the minimum set cover of the transformed problem if both R 1 and R 2 are in a minimum set cover, or taking no set in the minimum set cover of the transformed problem is R is in a minimum set cover. This works because the transformation preserves the fact that the difference in the number of sets we take in the set cover between both possibilities is one.
Hence, Reduction Rule 7 is correct. We note that this reduction rule is similar to the vertex folding rule used in many papers on Independent Set, see for example [1, 6] . Before analysing Algorithm 4, we notice that we need additional constraints on the weights for the analysis to be valid due to Reduction Rule 7. Namely, this reduction rule should never be allowed to increase the measure of an instance. For the moment, we forget that the elements e 1 , e 2 and the set S are removed, and demand that the measure is not increased by removing R 1 and R 2 and adding Q . To this end, we impose the following additional constraints: ∀i, j ≥ 2 : w(i) + w(j) ≥ w(i + j − 2). We note that these constraints are non restricting in the analysis below. As we have not included the elements e 1 , e 2 and the set S, we can directly conclude that the measure decreases by at least 2v(2) + w(2) whenever Reduction Rule 7 is applied.
For a proper analysis, we further subdivide our cases by differentiating between different kinds of elements of frequency two depending on the kind of set their second occurrence is in. Let r f 3 and r f ≥4 be the number of elements of frequency two whose second occurrence is in a set of size two with a frequency three element and with a higher frequency element, respectively. And, let r s3 and r s≥4 be the number of elements of frequency two whose second occurrence is in a set of cardinality three and a set of greater cardinality, respectively.
We consider branching on a set S with r i elements of frequency i, for all |S| ≥ 3, all |S| = ∑ ∞ i=2 r i , and all r 2 = r f 3 + r f ≥4 + r s3 + r s≥4 . Because S is of maximal cardinality, we only consider subcases with r s4 > 0 if |S| ≥ 4. For these cases, we will first derive lower bounds on the decrease in the measure. In order to keep the bounding cases of the associated numerical problem corresponding to real instances the algorithm can branch on, we perform a subcase analysis dealing with the more subtle details later. Let R be the set of sets containing a frequency two element from S, excluding S itself: the algorithm takes the sets in R in the set cover if we discard S.
In the branch where S is taken in the solution, we again start with a decrease in the measure of w(|S|) + ∑
due to the removal of S, its elements, and the reduction in size of the sets containing elements from S. Additionally, for each element of frequency two occurring in a size two set, the measure is not decreased by w(|S|) for reducing this set in size, but by w(2) since the set will be removed by Reduction Rule 3. Similarly, for each element of frequency two occurring in a size three set, the decrease is w(3) instead of w(|S|) if |S| ≥ 4. Together, this gives an extra decrease of (r f 3 + r f ≥4 )(w(2) − w(|S|)) + r s3 ( w(3) − w(|S|)). Finally, if S contains elements of frequency two whose second occurrence is in a set S ′ of size two containing an element of frequency three, then these frequency three elements are reduced in frequency because S ′ has become a singleton subset; these elements can also be removed completely if they occur in multiple such sets. This leads to an additional decrease of the measure of at least [r f 3 > 0] min(v(3), r f 3 v (3)).
In the branch where S is discarded, we decrease the measure by w(|S|) + ∑ ∞ i=2 r i v(i) because of removing S. The sets in R are taken in the set cover; this decreases the measure by at least r 2 (v(2) + w(2)) because we have at least r 2 sets and they together contain at least r 2 other elements by Reduction Rule 6. Additionally, the r s3 sets of size three and the r s≥4 sets of size at least four reduce the measure by at least an extra r s3 w(3) + r s≥4 (w(4) − w(2)). And, if these sets are of size two but contain elements of frequency at least three, we can add [r (2)); notice that we cannot add r f 3 v(3) as one element may be in multiple sets in R.
Furthermore, other sets are reduced in size because of the removal of all elements in  R. Let q ⃗ r be the number of element occurrences outside S and R that are removed after taking all sets in R in the set cover in the subcase corresponding to ⃗ r, i.e., for this subcase, this is the number of times a set is reduced in cardinality by one. By using the steepness inequalities in the same way as in the previous section, we decrease the measure by at least an additional: min
. We now give a lower bound on q ⃗ r . There are at least r 2 additional elements that are removed; these are all of frequency at least two, hence at least r 2 additional element occurrences are removed. These occurrences do not all need to be outside of R: for every set in R of size three, there is one empty slot that could be filled by an occurrence of these elements. Similarly, for every set in R of size at least four, there are |S| − 2 empty slots that can be filled with these elements. Furthermore, if the sets in R contain elements of frequency three or at least four, then the number of removed element occurrences increases by 1 or 2, respectively. Altogether, we find that
Finally, we split some recurrences based on Reduction Rule 7. If r s3 > 0, and a corresponding set of size three only contains elements of frequency two, then this set is removed when taking S in the set cover: this can either be done by Reduction Rule 7, or by the old Reduction Rules 1 and 3. We split the recurrence relations with r s3 > 0 into two separate cases. We identify these case by introducing yet another identifier: r rule 7 . One subcase has r rule 7 = True, and one has r rule 7 = False. If r rule 7 = True, we add an additional 2v(2) + w(2) to the formula of k take representing the additional set and elements that are removed. Notice that we can do this because we did not take these two frequency two elements and this cardinality two set into account in the new restrictions on the weights we imposed before starting the above analysis. This leads to the following set of recurrence relations:
with r s≥4 = 0 if |S| = 3, and r rule 7 = False if r s3 = 0:
Here, we let q ⃗ r be tight the above lower bound. Unfortunately, this does not yet complete the description of the new numerical problem. For some specific cases, we will prove that we can increase the corresponding k take and k discard . We do this not only to improve the proven running time of the algorithm, but also to make sure that the recurrences representing bounding cases of this numerical problem represent actual instances that can be branched on. In other words, the bounding cases should not be based on non-tight lower bounds on the reductions of the measure. For one subcase, we not only increase k take and k discard , but also split the corresponding recurrence into two separate recurrence relations.
Consider the following cases where S = {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 } or S = {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 }. For each case considered, we write k take + = x and k discard + = x if we add the additional decrease of the measure x to the given quantities for the specific subcase.
(a) r rule 7 = False.
Remind that this means that none of the sets in R can consist solely of frequency two elements, i.e., R contains one element of frequency at least three existing in all three sets in R, or R contains at least two elements of frequency at least three. In both cases, we consider what happens in the branch where the algorithm discards S and takes the sets in R in the set cover.
In the first case, no frequency two element may occur in two sets in R by Reduction Rule 5. Thus, we need at least one more element than the three counted in the above analyses: we decrease the measure by at least an additional
. Furthermore, by taking the sets in R in the set cover, there are at least three element occurrences outside S and R removed. No two of these elements may exist together in a set of size two by Reduction Rule 7.
Hence, this gives an at least additional 3 w(3).
In the second case, the measure is decreased by at least an additional 2 v(3). Moreover, the sum of the frequencies of the elements in  R  \ S is at least eight, while there are only six open slots in R, i.e., there are at least two elements outside of S and R removed. If there are exactly two extra element occurrences removed which occur together in a size two set, then this set is a subset of a set in R because the two frequency three elements must be in some set together: this is not possible due to Reduction Rule 3. In any other case, the decrease in measure due to the removal of these element occurrences is at least 2 w(3). Altogether, we add the minimum of both quantities to k discard by setting
Here, we use the notation + = to indicate that, for this case, we let k discard be the value that it had before going into the detailed cases analysis plus what is of the right hand side of the + = operator. (b) r rule 7 = True.
Notice that subcase (a) dominates every case where there exist one element of frequency at least three and one extra element in R, or where there exist at least two elements of frequency at least three in R. Furthermore, we can disregard the case with one element of frequency at least three and two frequency two elements because of Reduction Rule 5. Hence, we can restrict ourselves to the case where
\ S consists of at least three frequency two elements.
Consider the branch where the algorithm takes S in the set cover. If there are only three frequency two elements,
i.e., R = {{e 1 , e 4 , e 5 }, {e 2 , e 4 , e 6 }, {e 3 , e 5 , e 6 }}, then Reduction Rules 7 and 1 remove all sets and elements from R. This gives an additional decrease of v(2) + 2w(2) to k take besides the 2v(2) + w(2) we counted already because r rule 7 = True. If there are four or more frequency two elements in  R  \ S, then Reduction Rule 7 can be applied at least twice reducing the measure by the same amount. We set k take + = v(2) + 2w(2).
2. |S| = 3, r 2 = r s3 = 2, r 3 = 1 (q ⃗ r = 0).
R contains one element of frequency at least three existing in both sets in R, or R contains at least two elements of frequency at least three. We consider the branch where S is discarded and the sets in R are taken in the set cover.
In the first case, R = {{e 1 , e 4 , e 5 }, {e 2 , e 4 , e 6 }} with f (e 4 ) ≥ 3 and all other elements have frequency two. We have an extra decrease in the measure of v(3) + v(2) because e 4 has higher frequency and we have an extra element.
Additionally, we look at the number of element occurrences outside of S and R that are removed: there are at least three of these. Hence, we get an additional decrease of min(3 w(3), w(2) + w(3)) equivalent to setting q ⃗ r = 3.
In the second case, we decrease the measure by at least an additional 2 v(3) because of the higher frequency elements. Moreover, there are at least two element occurrences outside S and R removed: this gives an additional decrease of min(2 w(3), w(2)) equivalent to setting q ⃗ r = 2.
We add the minimum of both quantities to k discard by setting
Subcase (a) dominates every case with elements of frequency at least three in R. Thus, we may assume that R contains only elements of frequency two, and there are at least three of them because of Reduction Rule 5. In the branch where S is discarded and all sets in R are taken in the set cover, one extra element of frequency two and at least two element occurrences outside of S and R are removed. Altogether, we add their contribution to the measure to k discard by setting k discard + = v(2) + w(2).
3. |S| = 3, r 2 = r s3 = 1, r 3 = 2, r rule 7 = False (q ⃗ r = 0).
In the branch where S is discarded, there must be two elements in the unique set in R and one must be of frequency at least three. Hence, we set
Analogous to the case where |S| = 3, r 2 = r s3 = 2, r 3 = 1, r rule 7 = False (case 2a), we set
Since r f 3 = 1, we have a set R 1 of size two in R with an element of frequency three. If this element is also in the other two sets in R, then technically we are in this case because none of the r s3 sets of size three consist solely of frequency two elements. However, after taking S in the solution, R 1 disappears because it has become a singleton set and Reduction Rule 7 fires on the remaining sets in R. The recurrence relation for the corresponding case with r rule 7 = True correctly represents this case. Therefore, we only have to consider the case where there is another higher frequency element that prevents the r s3 sets of size three from having only frequency two elements.
For this case, consider the branch where S is discarded and the sets in R are taken in the set cover. Since there is another element of frequency at least three, we decrease the measure by at least an additional v(3). Furthermore, there are at least eight element occurrences of the elements in  R  \ S, while R has only five available slots. Thus, q ⃗ r should be 3 instead of 2. This allows us to set k discard + = v(3) + w(3). 6 . |S| = 3, r 2 = 3, r f ≥4 = 1, r s3 = 2, r rule 7 = False (q ⃗ r = 3).
In contrast to the previous case, the element of frequency at least four in the size two set in R can cause all other sets in R not to consist of frequency two elements only. We split this case into two separate recurrences: one where this element has frequency four, and one where it has higher frequency.
In the first case, we can set k take + = v(4), because after taking S in the set cover, this element exists in a singleton set and hence its frequency is reduced by one. Notice that we could not bound this decrease before since the frequency of the element was unbounded.
In the second case, we remove at least one extra element occurrence outside R and S. If all other elements in R have frequency two, this extra element occurrence cannot be in a set with another removed element occurrence by Reduction Rule 5, and we can add w(3) to the decrease (not needing to increasing q ⃗ r by one). If some other element in R has frequency at least three, then we remove at least two extra element occurrence outside R and S. Taking the worst case of both, we can set k discard + = w(3).
There are two possible situations: either there are two different elements of frequency three in the r f 3 sets of size two, or both sets contain the same element of frequency three. In the latter case, this element cannot also be in the third set in R because this would trigger Reduction Rule 6 on S. Since r rule 7 = False, there must be another element of frequency at least three in this third set in R. In both cases, we have an extra element of frequency at least three; hence, we can
Similar to the previous case, there are two possible situations: either there are two different elements of frequency at least four in the r f ≥4 sets of size two, or both sets contain the same element of frequency at least four.
In the first case, we have an additional reduction of at least v(4) − v(2) due to this element. Moreover, at least ten element occurrences of the elements in  R  \ S are removed while there are only 4 slots available in R and currently q ⃗ r = 4. This means we decrease the measure by an additional min (2 w(3), w(2) ).
In the second case, the element of frequency at least four cannot be in the third set in R because then Reduction Rule 6 applies to S; hence, there must be an element of frequency at least three in the third set in R. The gives an additional v(3), while counting the number of removed element occurrences of the elements in  R  \ S gives us an additional w(3). Altogether, we add the minimum of both cases to k discard by setting
Consider the branch where we take S in the solution. After removing the elements e 1 , e 2 and e 3 , no sets outside of R are reduced in size. This is true because the two size two sets in R that are removed contain an element of frequency at least four: after removing their occurrences in R, they still have frequency at least two. Moreover, r i = 0 for all i ≥ 3, so no other element occurrences outside of R are removed. As a result, two sets of size two or three are merged by Reduction Rule 7. Notice that we already counted the decrease due to removing a set of size two and its elements, but not the decrease due to the fact that two other sets are replaced by one larger one. This gives an additional decrease of the measure; we set k take + = min(2w(3) − w(4), w(3) + w(2) − w(3), 2w(2) − w(2)). 9. |S| = 3, r f 3 = 3, r rule 7 = False (q ⃗ r = 4).
Consider the branch where S is discarded and the sets in R are taken in the set cover. Since all sets in R are of size two, there are three different frequency three elements in R by Reduction Rule 6 instead of the one we count now. These elements decrease the measure by an additional 2 v(3). Moreover, we removed at least nine element occurrences of the elements in  R  \S from which only three can be in R and q ⃗ r counts only four: at least two more are removed decrease the measure by an additional min(2 w(3), w(2)). Altogether, we set k discard + = 2 v(3) + min(2 w(3), w(2)).
This case is similar to the above: there must be at least two more elements of frequency at least four decrease the measure by 2(v(4) − v(2)) in the branch where S is discarded. And, by a counting removed element occurrences of the elements in
\S, we should increase q ⃗ r by four. Hence, we set k discard + = 2(v(4)−v(2))+min(4 w(3), 2w (2)). 11. |S| = 4, r s≥4 = 4, r rule 7 = False (q ⃗ r = 0).
In the branch where S is discarded and the sets in R are taken in the solution, we only count a measure of 4v(2) for the removed elements in
There must be at least four elements in  R  \ S by Reduction Rule 6 and there are twelve slots to fill. This can either be done by six elements of frequency two, or by using higher frequency elements.
Hence, we set k discard + = min(2v(2), v(3)).
We solve the numerical problem associated with the described set of recurrence relations and obtain a solution of
k using the following set of weights: 
This proves Theorem 1.
Why stopping here?
We stop the iterative algorithm improvement process after obtaining Algorithm 4. We do so because it is hard to further improve the algorithm significantly using exactly the same approach. We acknowledge that it is possible to improve one of the new ''small'' worst cases, namely, |S| = 4, r 2 = r e≥4 = 4. We tried to do so by introducing the following reduction rule that deals with each connected component separately.
Reduction Rule 8. if S contains multiple connected components
However, introducing this new reduction rule will help only marginally in obtaining better bounds with our current type of analysis. In particular, we analyse the possible gain (with our current analysis method) in some optimistic scenario where no frequency two elements appear in a worst case. Even then, the bound obtained is no better than O(1.4952 n ). In addition, these frequency two elements cannot be expected to be reduced altogether with reduction rules; see Proposition 1.
We tried to close the gap between the O(1.4969 n ) algorithm of Section 3.8 and this lower bound. This required us to perform an extensive case analysis to show the additional effects of this rule, however, we gave up after having to consider too many subcases.
First of all, it seems to be necessary to consider elements of frequency two: we do not seem to be able to either remove them completely by reduction rules, nor to solve the instance in subexponential time if all elements have frequency two. This is for the following reason. Proof. Consider an instance G = (V , E) of the minimum vertex cover problem with maximum degree three. From this instance, we build an equivalent minimum set cover instance: for each edge introduce an element of frequency two, and for each vertex introduce a set containing the elements representing the edges it is incident to. Notice that the sets have cardinality at most three. It is easy to see that a minimum set cover of the constructed instance corresponds to a minimum vertex cover in G.
Therefore, a polynomial time algorithm as in the statement of the proposition would solve minimum vertex cover on graphs of maximum degree three in polynomial time, which is impossible unless P = N P . And, such an algorithm running in subexponential time would solve minimum vertex cover restricted to graphs of maximum degree three in subexponential time which is impossible unless the exponential time hypothesis fails [15] .
Consider what we have been doing in the last few improvement steps. In each of these steps, the ''smallest'' worst case involved frequency two elements, and we looked for new reduction rules dealing with these elements more efficiently. We know by Proposition 1 that we cannot completely remove these frequency two elements, but what if we could formulate powerful enough reduction rules such that they never occur in any of the worst cases of the algorithm. We may not have such an algorithm, but we can analyse such an algorithm in the same way as we did in Section 3.
Using our measure, the best upper bound on the running time we can prove for such an algorithm corresponds to the solution of the numerical problem associated to the following set of recurrence relations: ∀|S| ≥ 3, ∀r i : Of course, this is not a lower bound on the complexity of dominating set. This is a lower bound on the upper bounds on running times we can get by continuing with additional improvement steps that focus on elements of frequency two. It shows that it is not worth the effort to try and improve Algorithm 4 with the purpose of finding an algorithm with a lower upper bound on its running time by doing an extensive case analysis based on these frequency two elements since it can only improve the running time marginally.
One could use different techniques to solve the problem, such as in [27] for example. One of the techniques that is often used to speed up exponential time branching algorithms is memorisation [5, 17, 18] (also used for the exponential space algorithm in [6] ). However, it is not straightforward to apply this technique to our final algorithm as one of the properties of an algorithm that it generally exploits is that all generated subproblems are subsets of the original problem: this property is destroyed by Reduction Rule 7. If we apply memorisation to the algorithm without Reduction Rule 7 in the same way as done in [6, 25] , then the resulting algorithm has a slower running time than Algorithm 4.
Conclusion
We have given an O(1.4969 n ) time and polynomial space algorithm for Dominating Set. This algorithm has been obtained by using measure and conquer as a guiding tool in the design of these algorithms. It would be interesting to see whether exact algorithms for more problems can be improved significantly using this approach.
In another paper [26] , we look into this by applying the approach in a slightly different manner to a series of edge domination problems: Edge Dominating Set, Minimum Maximal Matching, Matrix Dominating Set, and weighted version of these problems. In this setting, we did not iteratively introduce new reduction rules, but iteratively changed the branching rule on specific local structures to improve the worst case behaviour of the algorithm. In this paper, we did not feel the need to work with modifications to the branching rule. This is because every worst case we tried to improve could be improved by introducing a new reduction rule. Also, branching on a set S of maximum cardinality has two advantages: a set of maximum cardinality has maximum impact on the instance, the maximum number of other sets and elements are removed or reduced, and it allows us to use the cardinality of S as an upper bound on the cardinality of any other set in the instance. However, some of our arguments in Section 4 do not apply to algorithms using modified branching strategies.
